Remote authentication provides individual user access through a URL that is unique to each institution. The remote authentication methods below provide a single sign-on (LDAP is same sign-on) experience for your users to access Hoonuit resources that won’t require them to remember an additional username or password. User accounts are auto-provisioned, so there is no wait time for an individual’s account to be created.

There is a one-time setup fee of $1000 that covers the initial authentication configuration, necessary maintenance and configuration changes through duration of partnership, as well as any future authentication method changes.

**Supported Methods**

- **Azure AD**
  - Customer must have a Microsoft Azure AD subscription.
  - [Microsoft directions on setup for client in gallery](#)

- **ADFS**
  - Requires customer to have an ADFS server.
  - [Hoonuit ADFS Customer Requirements](#)
  - [Hoonuit ADFS Technical Set-Up Information](#)

- **CAS**
  - Requires customer to have a CAS server.
  - [Hoonuit CAS Customer Requirements](#)

- **Clever SSO**
  - Customer must have a Clever subscription.
  - Provides Single Sign-On authentication, does NOT provide rostering
  - To begin the configuration process; locate the Hoonuit app in your Clever account, submit your request and then contact your Hoonuit Customer Success Manager or cs@hoonuit.com

- **LDAP**
  - Requires customer to have an LDAP server.
  - [Hoonuit LDAP Customer Requirements](#)

- **Shibboleth**
  - Requires customer to have a Shibboleth server.
  - Set-up fee is waived for members of InCommon.
  - [Hoonuit Shibboleth Customer Requirements](#)

Further set-up instructions will be provided once the customer has identified the best possible method of authentication. If you have any questions at all, please reach out to your Customer Success Manager.